Abstract Previous methods for planning clothoid based continuous curvature paths aim at minimizing path length. However, minimal length paths are not always smooth, natural, and drivable. A new method of generating clothoid-based trajectories is discussed using constructive polylines. The goal of the motion planner is to create a path for a large autonomous car-like vehicle in human driving environments. Thus, the trajectories generated by the motion planner must be smooth, drivable, and natural such that the vehicle can follow the planned path on human roadways.
Introduction
The purpose of motion planning is to provide a path that autonomous car-like vehicles can physically drive. Motion planning has been defined as the study of open loop controls that steer a mobile robot from a specified initial state to a specified final state over a certain time interval [8] . Motion planning can be done by constructing trajectories that have steering controls (curvature and sharpness) as well as velocity controls (velocity and acceleration/deceleration) embedded in the data structure of the trajectory. The motion planner described in this paper constructs smooth, natural, drivable trajectories for a large car-like vehicle. The planner generates these trajectories using constructive polylines to create a path that is composed of a combination of straight line segments, clothoid segments, and circular arcs. A clothoid is a curve whose curvature increases/decreases linearly with the distance traveled on the arc. Curvature is the change of heading angle (in radians) per unit distance traveled on the arc (in meters), and is also the inverse of the turning radius.
Positive curvature means the vehicle is turning left, and negative curvature means the vehicle is turning right. Sharpness is the rate of change of curvature with respect to distance traveled. Straight line segments and circular arcs have zero sharpness, and clothoid segments have constant non-zero sharpness. Constructive polylines are straight lines that are used to specify the approximate desired path.
Previous Work
There are two commonly used motion planning methods. The first is to pre-compute a set of feasible continuous curvature paths and then heuristically choose the best path that arrives at the desired destination and heading, used by Coombs et al., Knowles, and Pivtoraiko and Kelly ( [1] , [7] , [9] ). The second is to calculate a continuous curvature trajectory that traverses the distance between two points and ends with the desired heading. Both Shin and Singh, and Fraichard and Scheuer use this second method ( [11] , [4] ). This chapter uses the second method.
Pre-computing a set of feasible paths and heuristically choosing the best path works well for motion planners integrated in with path planners. Another type of path planner outputs waypoints, (points containing an xy position and a heading) to specify approximate paths that avoid objects and move the vehicle toward its desired destination. The path planner plans an approximate route specified by waypoints and then passes the waypoints to the motion planner where the exact trajectories are generated. A trajectory is a path, or more precisely a set of driving instructions that an autonomous vehicle follows to reach the desired destination.
Shin and Singh use postures (a point and the heading and curvature at that point) to determine the trajectories that connect the postures [11] . The motion planner described in this chapter uses trigonometry to compute the trajectories that connect a set of zero curvature points with a specified initial and final headings. Fraichard and Scheuer ( [4] ) use a geometry of lines and circles to calculate trajectories that approximate Reeds and Shepp optimal length paths ( [10] ).
Paths called "optimal paths" in the previous literature refer to minimal length paths. Dubins showed that a length-optimal discontinuous curvature path connecting an initial state and a final state of a mobile robot consists of only straight line segments and circular arc segments of maximal allowable curvature [3] . Reeds and Shepp built upon Dubins' work and gave a complete characterization of the possible shortest discontinuous curvature paths [10] . They also extended Dubins' work by adding cusps (reversals in travel direction) to their paths, and enumerated the possible types of optimal paths showing that an optimal path required no more than five segments and no more than two direction reversals. Fraichard and Scheuer showed that under the continuous curvature assumption, near optimal paths consist of straight lines, circular arc segments of maximal allowable curvature, and clothoid curves [4] . These use clothoid curves that have maximum allowable sharpness to connect straight-line segments with the circular arc segments of maximal curvature. Remember that sharpness is change of curvature with respect to distance traveled and is also linearly related to the amount of steering motion along the trajectory [11] (i.e., related to the rate at which the steering wheel of the autonomous car-like vehicle turns). Fraichard and Scheuer paths are near optimal and within 10% of the length of Reeds and Shepp paths [4] .
Motivation
Motivation for this motion planner is to generate a smooth, natural, drivable trajectory between two waypoints in forward motion similar to the way a human drives. Humans do not drive paths that have discontinuous curvature or only turn at maximum allowable curvature and sharpness like those generated by the prior work discussed above. For example, if a human were to drive paths that always made turns at maximum sharpness and curvature, the driving experience would be akin to that of driving with a teenager who tries to turn as sharply as possible at every turn. Such a driving experience would be uncomfortable and probably scary. The motion planner presented in this paper uses the smallest curvature and sharpness required to obtain a trajectory between two waypoints. In other words the trajectory planned by the motion planner turns the steering wheel of a car-like vehicle as little and as slowly as possible.
Once a path has been generated by the motion planner, the maximum safe velocity for the trajectory is calculated, and hence, the travel time is minimized along the trajectory. Since time-optimal trajectories do not necessarily require that carlike robots or vehicles perform turns at maximal sharpness and curvature, we have been investigating methods for constructing continuous curvature trajectories where the curvature and sharpness are left as variables. Therefore, instead of constructing paths/trajectories from maximal curvature circular arcs, maximal sharpness clothoids, and line segments, we investigate a new method for computing trajectories based on constructive polylines that allows curvature and sharpness of the trajectory to be computed as a function of the distance traveled and the desired change of heading.
Before proceeding further, the terms smooth, drivable, and natural need to be defined. Smooth means the curvature of the trajectory is continuous. Drivable means the trajectories are acceptable for driving on human roadways. For example, while left u-turns are acceptable on most roadways, right u-turns are not. The last term, natural, is more difficult to define, but essentially it means that motion planned paths are similar to paths that a human would drive under normal driving conditions (e.g., little or no traffic, no icy/rainy conditions, etc.). While driving in these conditions, humans do not continually turn the steering wheel as quickly and sharply as possible to make a turn. This behavior is unnatural for humans, as they tend to turn the steering wheel as little as possible, and when they do turn, they turn only as fast and sharply as is required to make the turn. While human behavior is difficult to quantize, the motion planner described in this paper uses the smallest sharpness and curvature that is required to generate a path with the desired ending point and heading.
From these definitions of smooth, drivable, and natural, Dubins, and also Reeds and Shepp, paths are not smooth, drivable, or natural, as they do not have continuous curvature and require every turn to have maximum sharpness ([3] , [10] ). Fraichard and Scheuer paths are smooth and drivable, but not natural, as they require every turn to have maximum sharpness and curvature. Clothoid-based trajectories are generated by the motion planner using constructive polylines. A constructive polyline connects the points where the curvature of the trajectory is zero, which includes straight lines and inflection points (Fig. 1) . These construction polylines are defined and used differently than the control lines used by Walton and Meek to draw clothoid arcs in a graphic editor [12] .
Overview of the Motion Planner
Section 2 describes an important primitive method, called Clothoid Turn(), used for motion planning trajectories described by constructive polylines that has been proposed. The Clothoid Turn() algorithm generates a curve by only using two values to calculate the arc length, L, the final curvature, κ, and the sharpness, α of the curve. The two values are: (1.) the length d of the polyline segment, and (2.) the heading deflection, δ , which is also the angle at which the curve is incident to the polyline. Figure 2 shows two types of curves that can be generated by Clothoid Turn(). Figures 2a and 2b show the curves in the xy domain, and Fig. 2c and 2d show the curvature diagrams of Fig. 2a and 2b respectively. A curvature diagram is convenient to work with because it visually relates the curvature (vertical axis), sharpness (slope), arc length (horizontal axis), and change of heading (area under the curve) of a clothoid.
Clothoid Turn() generates a simple clothoid (Figs. 2a and 2c) if the final curvature is less than or equal to the maximum curvature the vehicle can drive, κ max . Otherwise, a combination clothoid-arc curve is generated (Figs. 2b and 2d ) such that the curve does not exceed the κ max of the vehicle. (Remember that κ max is the inverse of the minimum turning radius of the vehicle.) The Clothoid Turn() method only really plans half a curve. If the curve is symmetric (Fig 3a and 3c) , then a single call to the clothoid turn method plans both halves of the curve, and d = Length(polyline) 2
. If the curve is asymmetric ( Fig. 3b and  3d ), then the computation is more difficult and care must be taken that the curvature is continuous where the two clothoids meet. A curve of two clothoids that begins and ends with zero curvature is called a clothoid set. Section 3 then describes how arcs are inserted into a clothoid set using Newton's root approximation method to find the angle and length of an arc. Section 4 uses the results of sections 2 and 3, in conjunction with polylines, to create trajectories from two points and their corresponding headings, similar to Fig. 1a .
Clothoid Equations and Planning a Basic Clothoid Curve
This section describes how a clothoid can be scaled without altering its shape and describes an algorithm which calculates a rotated and scaled clothoid with curvature, κ, sharpness, α, and length, L, given a constructive polyline length, d, and change of heading, δ .
First, a change of variables is performed on the clothoid equation, defined by Eq. 1, from two unknowns, clothoid sharpness, α and clothoid length, s, to one known and one unknown, clothoid change of heading, δ , and clothoid curvature, κ, respectively. Then the clothoid equation is put into terms of the xy plane because the constructive polyline, change of heading, and waypoints are in the xy plane. Finally, the equation is scaled and rotated to create a trajectory of the correct length and orientation.
Converting the Clothoid Equation
A clothoid is a curve with continuous increasing/decreasing linear curvature and is defined in the complex plane by Eq. 1 derived by Kimia et al [6] .
C 0 is the starting point of the clothoid; θ 0 is the initial clothoid heading; κ 0 is the initial clothoid curvature; α is the clothoid sharpness; s is the distance along the clothoid, and the Fresnel sine and cosine are defined as
The term κ 0 + α s is the instantaneous curvature after traveling a distance s along the trajectory. While Eq. 1 is valid for all clothoids except where α = 0, which is the case for straight lines and circular arcs, it is in terms of two unknown variables α and s. To reduce the number of unknowns, the clothoid equation is converted from the two unknown variables to one unknown variable, κ, and one known variable, δ . The variable κ was chosen to be the unknown variable in the equation, and not α or s, because of the clothoid scaling process, which is described in Section 2.3.
Converting Eq. 1 can be simplified by assuming that the initial and final points of a clothoid set begin and end with zero curvature, κ 0 = 0 ( Fig. 3c and 3d ). In essence, this means that the vehicle's wheels must be straight upon entering or ex-iting a trajectory. Assuming κ 0 = 0 greatly simplifies the process of creating continuous curvature trajectories by allowing the catenation of arbitrary clothoid sets and straight-line segments. If the vehicle exits a trajectory with non-zero curvature, an additional clothoid must be added to create a continuous curvature trajectory that can connect to a straight line. However, if the vehicle exits a trajectory with zero curvature then it may enter a tangential straight-line segment without needing to add additional clothoids for the transition. Without loss of generality, a trajectory can be computed for the normal case θ 0 = 0 and C 0 = 0, and then rotated and translated into its correct orientation. Section 2.3.1 further explains the process of rotating and translating a clothoid curve. After applying the assumptions of κ 0 = 0, θ 0 = 0 and C 0 = 0, Eq. 1 reduces to Eq. 2.
Although Eq. 2 has been significantly reduced from Eq. 1, it is stated only in terms of the unknown curve length, s, and sharpness, α. The inputs of the motion planner consist of only the initial and final points and their associated headings, θ 0 and θ f . Therefore, the length, curvature, and sharpness of the desired clothoid for the trajectory are not inputs. The change in heading (δ = θ f − θ 0 ), also known as deflection [4] , is easily computed from the initial and final points. To derive the primitive clothoid turn method referred to in the introduction, Eq. 2 can be rewritten as Eq. 7, in terms of δ and κ instead of s and α. The derivation for Eq. 7 is given in the discussion below. The purpose of this change of variables is to use δ and a contructive polyline to scale a clothoid linearly with κ. The process of determining the value of κ and scaling a clothoid is discussed in Section 2.3.
As stated previously, a curvature diagram showing the curvature, κ, with respect to the distance traveled along the curve, s, (Fig. 4a) is a convenient diagram to work with because it visually relates the curvature (vertical axis), sharpness (slope), length (horizontal axis), and change of heading (area under the curve) of a clothoid. Figure 4 shows a clothoid in the s-κ domain and the xy domain. From this figure, the relationships between variables δ and κ and variables s and α are visible (Eqs. 3).
Using the Eqs. 3, the inner terms of the Fresnel integrals in Eq. 2 are put into terms of δ .
For a single clothoid starting with zero curvature, Eq. 5 can be derived from Fig. 4 .
Next, a change of variables is performed on the constant term in front of the Fresnel equations in Eq. 2 to terms of δ and κ by using the same Eqs. 3. Substituting Eqs. 4-5 into Eq. 2, the final transformed clothoid equation is
Translating the Clothoid Equation to the xy Plane
As the constructive polylines, the change of heading, and the waypoints are in the xy plane and the purpose of the constructive polylines is to scale clothoids in the xy plane, it is advantageous to translate Eq. 7 into terms of the xy plane. Translating the equation to the xy plane also is the foundation for the clothoid scaling and rotating process discussed in Section 2.3. To translate let
where
(9) An important and key observation from Eqs. 9 is that κ determines the size of the clothoid and δ determines the shape of a clothoid. Therefore, κ can be used to scale the size of a clothoid without altering its shape as shown in Fig. 5 .
where the shape of the clothoid is determined by δ alone:
Fig. 5a,b shows similar clothoids. Fig. 5a is a clothoid produced from Eqs. 11 given only the deflection angle δ . 
Rotating and Scaling Clothoids
The objective here is to find an algorithm to compute the clothoid curve that deflects by an angle δ while traveling forward a distance d as shown in Fig. 2 . The resulting clothoid is described using three parameters, arc length L, curvature κ, and sharpness α. Thus, given inputs δ and d, compute L, κ, and α. Given the deflection angle, δ , the shape of the clothoid is fixed by Eq. 11 as shown in Fig. 5a . That clothoid is then rotated by −δ so it is in the normal position as illustrated in Fig. 2a . After being rotated, the curve is then scaled to the correct size as measured by the forward distance travelled (half the length of the constructive polyline).
Rotating and Scaling Algorithm
To scale and rotate a clothoid first let κ = 1 and compute x (2δ ) and y (2δ ), which are functions of only δ . Next, rotate x (2δ ) and y (2δ ) by −δ ; the x-component of the resulting point is d 2 in Eq. 12.
As described in the next section, the distance d 1 in Fig. 5b is computed by Eq. 15. After computing both d 1 and d 2 the curvature, κ, can be computed from Eq. 13.
Once κ is computed, the length and sharpness of the scaled clothoid ( Fig. 5b ) can be found using Eq. 14. The result is a clothoid turn with the desired length and change of heading. The clothoid turn algorithm with inputs d 1 and δ and outputs κ, α and L can be seen in Fig. 6 .
The Clothoid Turn() algorithm uses the property of clothoids that states that they can be scaled while retaining their shape and deflection to produce clothoids based on the length of a polyline and the desired change of heading. Using the algorithm, basic trajectories can be created from two points and their associated headings.
Constructing Trajectories Using Clothoids, Arcs, and Lines
Trajectories can be planned between two points and the initial heading using polylines and the clothoid scaling process described by the Clothoid Turn() algorithm. Because the motion planner is used for large car-like vehicles which have a large minimum turning radius (turning radius is the inverse of curvature), there is a maximum curvature (max curvature = 1 min. radius ) that can be driven. If a cloithoid curve reaches this maximum curvature, then the steering wheel can not be turned any more. Cloithoid curves merge into circular arcs when maximum curvature is reached. Therefore, trajectories for large car-like vehicles consist of circular arc segments, straight line segments, and clothoid segments. The clothoids are used to make smooth continuous curvature transitions between the straight line segments and circular arc segments.
Constructing Trajectories
Remember that trajectories begin and end with zero curvature. Therefore, the simplest trajectory consists of a single straight line. Following the straight line, the next simplest trajectory consists of two clothoids of the same sharpness, the second clothoid mirroring the first (Fig. 7) . Two clothoids with the same magnitude of sharpness but opposite signs are called a symmetric clothoid set. If the change of heading of the clothoid set is positive then the trajectory is a left turn, and if the change of heading of the set is negative then the trajectory is a right turn. To create a symmetric clothoid set choose a constructive polyline with length d, where
A constructive polyline with length d creates a clothoid turn that covers half the distance between the initial and final points. Mirroring the clothoid covers the second half of the distance and a trajectory is created (Fig. 7) . It should be noted that choosing d to be half the distance between the initial and final points is not required, but it is a simple and effective solution. A clothoid set is a simple trajectory because it is based on a single construction polyline and begins and ends with zero curvature. At this point, the definition of a clothoid set is expanded to include an optional arc which is an upper-bound on curvature. Adding an arc to a clothoid set creates the same type of trajectory as in Fig. 7 , but with upper-bounded curvature (Fig. 8 ).
This extended definition of a clothoid set is similar to a "CC-Turn" by Fraichard and Scheuer [4] , except it is not required to have maximum sharpness and curvature. 
Creating a Clothoid-Arc Set
All vehicles have a minimum turning radius. It is possible that the clothoid computed to turn a given deflection over a given forward distance might have a maximum curvature that exceeds the maximum curvature, κ max , that the vehicle can drive. When this physical limitation is exceeded, the clothoid segment must be replaced with clothoid and circular arc combination segment that respect the κ max limitation. Thus, arcs need to be introduced into the trajectories to ensure that the curvature of the trajectories does not exceed the vehicle's maximum curvature (i.e., minimum turning radius). Figure 9a shows an example of when a motion planned trajectory (black line) exceeds the maximum curvature of a vehicle, κ max . Figure  9b shows an example of the vehicle (blue dashed line) trying to follow the planned trajectory (black dash-dot-dot line) but is unable to match the curvature of the trajectory because the curvature of the trajectory exceeds the maximum curvature the vehicle can achieve. The result is that the vehicle does not end at the desired ending waypoint. However, by inserting an arc with κ arc = κ max into the motion planned trajectory between the two clothoids, then the vehicle is able to follow the path because the new trajectory does not exceed κ max . Thus, the vehicle follows the path and ends at the desired ending waypoint.
To create a clothoid set with an arc is similar process to that of creating a clothoid set without an arc. To develop a symmetric clothoid-arc set, first create a clothoid with a maximum curvature of κ max . Then add an arc to finish the remaining half of the distance between the beginning and ending points. The arc is then mirrored and a mirror of the first clothoid is added on the end (Fig. 8) . Figure 7a shows a curvature vs. distance plot for a two clothoid trajectory with unrestrained curvature. If the maximum curvature of the two clothoids is greater than κ max , the maximum curvature that the vehicle is able to drive, then the vehicle would be unable to follow the trajectory. Figure 8 shows that inserting an arc between the two clothoids with a radius, r = 1 κ max , results in a trajectory that the vehicle can follow.
If the curvature of the planned clothoid set exceeds κ max then an arc is inserted between the beginning and ending clothoids. In order to insert an arc, the angle of the arc, λ , length of the arc, L arc , and the endpoint of the first clothoid must be determined. In the derivation that follows we find a method of computing λ .
Fortunately, it is advantageous to start with the change of heading, length, and curvature of the clothoid set already planned. Because the desired change in heading has not changed, the area δ in Fig. 7a must be equal to the area of half the trajectory in Fig. 8a . In other words, the area for δ in Fig. 7a is
and the area for half of the trajectory, i.e one clothoid and half the arc in Fig. 8a is
where λ , the angle of the circular arc, is
Next, set Eq. 16 equal to Eq. 17.
Also from Fig. 8a it can be seen that
Using Eq. 20 multiply both sides of the equation by κ max , and subtract the result from Eq. 19 and solve for L c 1 .
Next, solve for L c 1 in Eq. 17 and set the result equal to Eq. 21.
Finally, solve for λ in Eq. 22.
In the results above, λ is half the angle of the total circular arc that is to be inserted into the trajectory. However, λ , L, L 1 , and L 3 are all unknown and are dependent upon each other, thus, an approximation must be made to calculate λ . In the following section, a function G(λ ) is derived whose root is the correct λ . As Clothoid Turn() returns κ, L c , and α, let L = L c to find an approximation for λ . Then by using Newton's root approximation method, similar to Walton and Meek [12] , the correct values for λ and L can be determined. Once λ and L have been found, a trajectory can be created for a clothoid with length L c 1 , an arc with length 2L arc and angle 2λ , and finishing with a mirrored clothoid (Fig. 8) .
Using a combination of straight lines, clothoids, and arcs, trajectories are generated that are smooth, natural, and drivable. Arcs are used to provide an upperbound on curvature such that the maximum curvature of a vehicle is not exceeded. Clothoids are used to make the transitions between straight lines and arcs smooth and drivable. The next step is to create maneuvers from the trajectories to be used by the vehicle.
Application of Trajectories
This section discusses some trajectories created for common driving maneuvers of a DARPA Urban Challenge vehicle using clothoid-arc sets and straight lines. Each of the trajectories follow the specifications that a trajectory begins and ends with zero curvature, the vehicle's minimum turning radius (i.e., maximum curvature, κ max ) is not violated, and the only information given to the system are the initial and final points and their associated headings.
Generic Turn Trajectory
Clothoid sets or clothoid-arc sets can only provide left-turn, right-turn, and u-turn (u-turns are discussed in Section 4.2.3) trajectories. However, one of the purposes of the motion planner is to develop paths between any two points and headings provided by the path planner. Because the Clothoid Turn() algorithm uses only one constructive polyline, it cannot generate maneuvers that require more than one curve between two points. The purpose of the generic turn is to use two constructive polylines to create a trajectory between any two given points with any two headings, assuming there is sufficient distance between the points that a trajectory can be created within the constraints stated in the introduction above.
Given the total change in heading and the length of line between the two waypoints, the algorithm developed below calculates the length of two constructive polylines and the change of headings associated with the clothoid sets for the two constructive polylines (Fig. 10) . Then the generic turn algorithm calls the Clothoid Turn() algorithm for each of the two calculated constructive polylines and the change of headings for the clothoid sets. Figure 10 shows a generic turn in the sκ plane and in the xy plane. To create a trajectory between the initial point x 0 , y 0 and the final point x f , y f , the lengths of two constructive polylines a and b, and the deflection angles δ 0 and δ f of the first and second clothoid-arc sets, respectively, must be computed (Fig. 10) . Where polylines a, b, and line d are the sides of a triangle formed by the initial and final points and a midpoint (Fig. 10b) . The only input variables of the system are initial and final points x 0 , y 0 , x f , and y f and their associated headings θ 0 and θ f , respectively. From these inputs, values for d, ψ 0 , ψ f , η, and ϕ are found using Eqs. 27, 28, 29, 24, and 15, respectively. Where d is the length of line between the initial and final points, ψ 0 is the angle between the heading of the initial point and line d, ψ f is the angle from the same line d and the heading of the final point, η is the direction angle between adjacent polylines a and b, and ϕ is the angle from the initial point to the final point (along line d). (It is important to note that half of the lengths of a and b passed to the Clothoid Turn() algorithm as the contructive polylines to scale clothoids and generate the clothoid sets in Fig. 10b .) Using the geometry in Fig. 10b , equations for constructive polylines a and b are derived using the Law of Sines. Equations 24-29 are also obtained from the figure and are used to compute values for angles δ 0 and δ f .
Generic Turn Algorithm
For the first clothoid set in the generic turn, the deflection is labeled as δ 0 and the second clothoid set deflection is δ f . Thus, the total deflection from the initial point to the final point is the sum of all angles δ 0 and δ f (Eq. 30).
Because A, B, δ 0 , and δ f cannot be computed from Fig. 10b and Eqs. 24-30, they must be fixed before the construction polylines a and b can be determined. Table 1 is used to summarize the constraints of Eqs. 25-29 that restrict the values for A, B, δ 0 , and δ f . The sums of rows and columns, η, and ψ 0 , ψ f , respectively, are functions of inputs in Eqs. 24, 27, 28, and 29. The horizontal rows sum to A + B = η (Eq. 29); δ 0 + δ f = η (Eq. 29); and ψ 0 + ψ f = 2η. The vertical columns sum to A + δ f = ψ f (Eq. 28); B + δ 0 = ψ 0 (Eq. 27); and η + η = 2η. 
While Table 1 constrains the variables A, B, δ 0 , and δ f , there remains one degree of freedom in the system, A + B = δ 0 + δ f . To characterize an entire family of solutions, a null space parameter q is introduced. By adding a null space to Table 1 it allows A, B, δ 0 , and δ f , to be adjusted with respect to each other while maintaining the integrity of the constraints. Table 2 shows that given a solution (A, B, δ 0 , δ f ) then (A + q, B − q, δ 0 + q, δ f − q) is also a solution for any value of q. Table 2 Generic turn with null space parameter q added to constraints
To show that a null space of Table 2 does not change the solution of the constraints, let the constraints of Table 1 be put into matrix form (Eq. 31). The system null space is found to be
Adding the null space, multiplied by parameter q, to the results of Eq. 31 (see Eq. 33) results in:
Thus, the free parameter q characterizes an entire family of solutions given valid values for A, B, δ 0 , and δ f . Although any number of solutions satisfy the equations in Table 1 , Eq. 29 immediately suggests the candidate solutions:
, and (A = δ f , B = δ 0 ). The solution A = 0 and B = 0 produces a straight line with a length of a + b. The second and third solutions are impossible because they would require that one of the angles of the triangle formed by lines abd, of which A and B are angles of, be zero. Both trajectories are members of the generic turn family and are discussed in Section 4.2.1. This leaves the two candidate solutions: A = δ 0 , B = δ f and A = δ f , B = δ 0 . By substituting the first remaining candidate solution into Eqs. 25-29, the following equations are produced. Table 3 summarizes the constraints for the solution A = δ 0 and B = δ f . Summing the columns and rows of the table show that the solution is valid, but only when ψ 0 = ψ f (Eqs. 35). As the matrix of Table 1 is rank deficient (Eq. 31), one of the dependent rows can be removed and the new constraint, ψ 0 = ψ f , added to form a matrix for Table 3 .
The constraint ψ 0 = ψ f added to the other constraints of the table results in a full rank system and is therefore a single point solution. Table 3 Constraints for the solution A = δ 0 and
The next step is to check if the second remaining candidate solution, A = δ f , B = δ 0 , is valid and provides a desirable family of solutions. This solution reduces Eqs. 25-29 to the following equations. Table 4 Constraints for the solution A = δ f , B = δ 0 , and free paramter q
Again, Table 4 summarizes the constraints for the solution A = δ f , B = δ 0 , and free parameter q. Each column and row of the table sum correctly, therefore it is a valid solution. Furthermore, there are no other additional constraints introduced to the system and the matrix of Table 4 is identical to the matrix of Table 1 which is rank deficient with a rank of 3. Thus, the solution A = δ f and B = δ 0 produces a family of valid solutions for any value of free variable q.
It should be noted that q needs to be constrained by A and B. As A and B are always the same sign due to the Law of Sines and assuming forward motion trajectories only; thus, q cannot be so large, either positive or negative, as to cause the angles A + q and B − q to have opposite signs. Therefore, when A + q ≥ 0 and B − q ≥ 0 then q is constrained by B ≥ q ≥ −A. And when A + q ≤ 0 and B − q ≤ 0, then q is constrained by −A ≥ q ≥ B.
Finally, after determining a valid solution for A and B and using Eqs. 38 and 39, δ 0 and δ f can be computed, and therefore polylines a and b can be found for each solution within the solution set using the Law of Sines (Eqs. 41 and 42) on triangle abd in Fig. 10b . With the length of constructive polylines a and b computed, the generic turn problem reduces to two clothoid set trajectories. Figure 11 outlines the algorithm for the generic turn.
Finding q for Generic Turn
Now that that generic turn algorithm has been defined and q constrained, it must be determined what values of q should be passed to the algorithm. One solution is to let polylines a = b and find the value of q that is valid for a = b. Once again, it should be noted that letting a = b is but one solution and other ratios are also valid. However, letting a = b ensures that if one polyline is long enough to create a clothoid-arc set the other polyline is too. Thus, by setting Eqs. 41 and 42 equal to each other, they reduce to
To solve for q, the arcsine is taken on both sides,
where n and m are integers. Equation 44 then reduces to
Due to the nature of absolute values there are two solutions to the equality, Eqs. 46 and 47. Table 4 ) Table 4 ) Table 4 ) Table 4 ) Fig. 11 Algorithm for a symmetric generic turn trajectory. The output of the generic turn algorithm is a trajectory of four concatenated clothoid turns.
and
where n = m − n. Interestingly, the solution in Eq. 46 does not contain the parameter q. This is the case of a lane change which is discussed in Section 4.2.2. The second solution, Eq. 47, provides an equation for q for when polylines a and b are equal. The value of q is calculated and passed to Generic Turn().
Special Case Maneuvers
The DARPA Urban Challenge competition requires that an autonomous vehicle perform lane changes and u-turns [2] . This section shows how to create specific maneuvers, lane change, curve-straight, straight-curve, and u-turns for an Urban Challenge vehicle.
Trajectories for Turns and Straight Segments
Sometimes a clothoid set produces a trajectory that, although valid, is undesirable, such as in the case of making a shallow left-turn at an intersection. For example, if the vehicle on the left in Fig. 12a stops at the left part of the intersection, the motion planner should not plan a trajectory such that the autonomous vehicle at the bottom of the figure collides with the vehicle on the left. For these types of situations, it is easier to have special case trajectories that have a straight line either before or after a clothoid set. Figure 12b shows that the vehicle on the left can be avoided by added a straight line after a clothoid set left-turn. The generic turn method can produce a straight segment along polyline a, followed by one clothoid set using polyline b (Fig. 13a) by choosing a specific member of the solution set (i.e., by choosing q). This is called a straight-curve trajectory and it is produced by setting q = −ψ 0 2 . Applying q to the generic turn, Table 4 , results in a straight-curve trajectory, Table 5 , where δ 0 = 0.
The generic turn method can also produce a trajectory consisting of a clothoid set on polyline a, followed by a straight segment of length b (Fig. 13b) by choosing another specific member of the solution set (i.e., by choosing a different q). This is called a curve-straight trajectory, and is produced by setting q = Table 4 )
applying q to the generic turn, Table 4 , results in a curve-straight trajectory, Table 6 , where δ f = 0. Table 6 Constraints for the curve-straight trajectory for q = ψ f 2 (see Table 4 )
Because the solutions of the maneuvers are members of the solution set of the generic turn, the algorithms for the straight-curve and curve straight maneuvers consist of a single call to Generic Turn(), passing the appropriate value of q.
Lane Change Trajectory
One of the requirements of the DARPA Urban Challenge is that the vehicle must be able to pass another vehicle in the same lane if the second vehicle is stopped [2] ; the lane change maneuver does just that. The trajectory is used when the beginning and ending point headings are the same (i.e., θ 0 = θ f ) but the points are offset by some x and y distance such that the vehicle can switch lanes on a roadway (Fig. 14) . This maneuver allows the path planner to provide two waypoints with the same headings. No change of heading means that η = 0. When η = 0, the Law of Sines cannot be used to calculate a and b due to division by zero. Therefore, while q is passed to the Generic Turn(), it is ignored for the case of the lane change and an exception must be made in the Generic Turn() algorithm to handle the division by zero case. To avoid this it is assumed that
While other distances for the polylines will also be valid, the distance of half of d helps ensure that lengths of polylines a and b are sufficiently large enough to create trajectories for them. Table 7 Lane change trajectory constraints for no q and θ 0 = θ f (see Table 4 )
Because η = 0, the triangle formed by lines abd disappears. This then changes the angles that are passed to Generic Turn(). As A + q and B − q are angles in that triangle, then A + q = B − q = 0. This means that q is ignored, and from Table 7 it can be seen that δ 0 = ψ 0 and δ f = ψ f . Figure 15 shows the changes made to the Generic Turn() algorithm to handle the lane change exception.
U-turn Trajectory
As stated previously, the u-turn is another maneuver required by the Urban Challenge. This trajectory comes about when the total deflection is approximately π. The actual trajectory is a mirrored clothoid set with d from Eq. 15 passed to a single call of Clothoid Turn(). Only one call to Clothoid Turn() implies that the u-turn has only one clothoid set, similar to a "C" path by Reeds and Shepp [10] . The trajectory consists of two clothoids (Fig. 16a) 
or two clothoids and an arc between them (Fig 16b) Table 4 ) Table 4 ) Table 4 ) Table 4 ) 
When to Execute a Trajectory Maneuver
The motion planner must know how to determine which maneuver to execute. One way is to examine the values and signs of ψ 0 , ψ f , and δ (as shown in Fig. 17 ). For example, for the maneuvers that have been discussed previously:
• if ψ 0 > 0 and δ > 0 then a left-turn is performed,
• if ψ 0 < 0 and δ < 0 then a right-turn is performed, It is important to note that the feasibility of a maneuver depends on the length of d. If d is too small, then it might not be possible to perform a given maneuver. (Imagine taking a u-turn to a point only 2 feet away.) Maneuvers depend upon d, ψ 0 , and δ . It seems likely that the minimum length of d, for which a maneuver is feasible (Eq. 48), is a function of ψ 0 and δ . This function is not given here, but it is a matter of future research.
Maneuvers that cannot be performed are deemed "Illegal" meaning that either (1.) a two-polyline trajectory for that maneuver cannot be created that is smooth and drivable, (2.) the maneuver is not usually legal or wise to perform in normal traffic situations (e.g., a right hand u-turn), or (3.) the maneuver is not simple and may require driving in reverse (e.g. a 3-point turn).
A further advantage of analyzing the legality of maneuvers is that it adds another check between the path planner and motion planner for drivability and safety. Should the motion planner encounter an illegal maneuver condition, it returns an error to the path planner stating that the motion planner cannot create a safe and drivable trajectory.
Results
The motion planner generates trajectories with the smallest curvature required to create a path between two waypoints. As stated earlier, trajectories generated by the motion planner are similar to paths that a human would drive and are unlike the Fraichard and Scheuer paths that have maximum sharpness and curvature [4] . As there is no standard metric to compare trajectories, one is proposed. The proposed metric is to compare the maximum curvature of a trajectory generated by both planners. The reason that this metric is reasonable is that we humans tend to turn the steering wheel of a vehicle as little as possible. For example, as the distance between two waypoints increases, humans turn the steering wheel less and less turning results in a smaller maximum curvature along a trajectory. Remember, that curvature is the inverse of the radius of the turn circle.
Also, as the curvature decreases, the centrifugal force on the vehicle and on any on board passengers decreases (Eq. 49).
where v is velocity of the vehicle or passenger and f is the centrifugal force. A smaller centrifugal force as a result of smaller curvature along a trajectory, not only allows for more passenger comfort (remember the teenager who always turns at maximum curvature) but also for higher velocities along a trajectory. Thus, the drivability and naturalness of the trajectories generated by both planners can be quantized by plotting the metric of maximum curvature along a trajectory with respect to the distance between the beginning and ending waypoints.
To obtain data for the metric, the maximum curvature of eight different left-turn trajectories is calculated for both the motion planner and the Fraichard and Scheuer method. The distance, d, between the origin and each of the end waypoints is shown in Table 8 and the waypoints for the trajectories are shown in Fig. 18 . The leftturn trajectories all start at the origin and end at one of the other eight waypoints. The trajectories can all start at the origin without loss of generality. The maximum curvature of the DARPA Urban Challenge vehicle for which the motion planner was designed, is 0. Fig. 19 . Remember, the Fraichard and Scheuer trajectories always have maximum curvature and sharpness, regardless of the type of trajectory. Thus, as the distance between the waypoints increases, the maximum curvature of each trajectory does not change. However, the motion planner presented in this paper uses the smallest curvature required to generate a trajectory between two waypoints. Therefore, the maximum curvature of a trajectory decreases as the distance between the waypoints increases. The results in Fig. 19 show that the trajectories generated by the motion planner are more drivable and natural than those generated by the Fraichard and Scheuer method as the distance d increases. This chapter has shown how maneuvers are formed from trajectories. An algorithm has been described that creates a trajectory that can begin at a point and heading and end at any point and heading given free variable q and sufficient distance between the points. Three other maneuvers (straight-curve, curve-straight, and lane change) have been discussed and shown to be specific cases of the generic turn. It has also been explained when these maneuvers should be executed. A metric has been proposed and used to compare the motion planner trajectories and the Fraichard and Scheuer trajectories. The results show that the motion planner generates trajectories that are more drivable and natural than the Fraichard and Scheuer paths. The next chapter discusses a method of testing the motion planner and shows an example of a planned course. 
Motion Planning a Test Course

Testing the Motion Planner
As with all software and systems, continuous testing of the motion planner and vehicle system is required throughout all stages of development. A set of waypoints can be used to provide a test course to test the abilities of the motion planner and the vehicle system. For example, Fig. 20 is a test course that tests each of the trajectories and maneuvers previously discussed. However, designing a test course by hand picking waypoints to pass to the motion planner is a laborious, time consuming, and sometimes frustrating process. In addition to the difficulty of hand picking waypoints, testing the motion planner on the vehicle is more difficult than using a simulation at a desk. However, it is still important that the trajectories produced by the motion planner be tested on the vehicle at sometime during the development of the vehicle. Henrie [5] describes an automated process called the Point Reduction Algorithm (PRA) that acts like a path planner and chooses a set of waypoints from a log file containing previously recorded GPS points and vehicle headings for each point. The following sections use the PRA to test the motion planner. Fig. 21 A manually driven course with over 2400 waypoints, with the waypoints remaining after running the Point Reduction Algorithm on the manually driven course waypoints. These remaining waypoints are passed to the motion planner to create a list of trajectories to recreate the course.
Example Tests of the Motion Planner
This section shows two examples of testing the motion planner using the PRA. In both examples, the log files contain real control data collected from a minivan using a GPS unit and corrected compass heading. (The compass heading needed to be corrected due to compass lag while turning.) The resulting trajectories from the motion planner in both examples are plotted every 0.25 meters and are overlaid with the control data. Figure 21 shows an example plot of a log file containing over 2400 waypoints recorded while manually driving the vehicle. The PRA chose only 29 points to describe the course, Fig. 21 , and then passed these remaining waypoints to the motion planner. Figure 22 shows a plot of the results of the path planned by the motion planner with an overlay of the original log file. The results in Fig. 22 show that given the good input data from Fig. 21 , the motion planner provides trajectories that deviate only slightly from the original path. Fig. 22 Comparison of the first test manual driven course and the course created by the motion planner from the PRA selected points.
Test 1
Test 2
Figure 23 shows a second example plot of a log file containing nearly 1000 waypoints recorded while manually driving the vehicle. The PRA chose only 14 waypoints to pass to the motion planner, Fig. 23 . Figure 24 shows a plot of the results of the path planned by the motion planner with an overlay of the original log file. Unlike the results of the motion planner in the first test in Section 6.1.1, the results of the motion planner in Fig. 24 are somewhat poorer, in that the motion planned course significantly deviates from the test pattern. The deviation in the results from the original path could mean that either the motion planner planned a trajectory incorrectly or at least undesirably or the PRA poorly selected a waypoint. Further testing done by Henrie [5] shows that the PRA has selected poor waypoints to pass to the motion planner either due to a bug in the PRA algorithm or poorly recorded waypoints. Poorly selected waypoints resulted in a less than desirable path generated by the motion planner (i.e., garbage in, garbage out).
In the end the motion planner did what it was supposed to do, plan a trajectory between two waypoints that is smooth, natural, and drivable. While the some of the trajectories were not exactly desirable, it was a result of the PRA poorly choosing some waypoints and not the motion planner generating poor trajectories. 
Conclusion
This paper showed that the deflection δ of a clothoid determines its shape, and the curvature, κ determines its size. The x and y components of the clothoid curve, and hence the length of the curve, all scale linearly with 1 |κ| while the proportions of the clothoid curve and its deflection stay the same. Thus, given the deflection of a curve, a clothoid curve can be created, and then given the length of its associated polyline, the curve can be scaled to the correct size without changing its deflection. This principle has been used to design the Clothoid Turn() primitive algorithm that allows us to generate clothoids using constructive polylines. Using this method, paths are computed between an initial point and final point using only the coordinates of those points and their associated headings. This is the basis of the motion planner.
Building upon the Clothoid Turn() algorithm, circular arcs were included to limit the upper bound of the curvature of a clothoid turn. The curvature of the circular arc is the maximum curvature that the vehicle can physically turn. And the angle of the circular arc is found using Newton's root approximation and iterating until a root is found.
Using constructive polylines and the Clothoid Turn() algorithm with circular arcs, a clothoid set has been developed consisting of two clothoid curves which is a turn similar to a "C" path by Reeds and Shepp [10] , except that it uses clothoid arcs as well as circular arcs. The u-turn is a special case of this type of path.
A generic turn algorithm was also developed that produces a path consisting of two clothoid sets similar to a "CC" path by Reeds and Shepp [10] . It has also been shown that the straight-curve turn, the curve-straight turn, and the lane change are all special cases of the generic turn. All of the maneuvers discussed in Section 4.2 are smooth, natural, and drivable trajectories.
Finally, it was shown how a log file containing waypoints of a test course can be used to test the motion planner and vehicle system. The Point Reduction Algorithm selects a few waypoints from a log file and passes the selected waypoints to the motion planner. The motion planner is then tested to see if it can reproduce the test pattern. The vehicle system and controls can also be tested by driving the trajectories generated by the motion planner.
Future Research
Future research includes developing paths using the Clothoid Turn() algorithm that include more than two polylines like those path sets described by Reeds and Shepp [10] and allowing for reversal in direction using free parameter q, and characterizing feasible paths by finding a function that will return the minimal length of d required for a valid trajectory (Eq. 48). Future work also includes the continued development of a set of heuristics to determine the type of maneuver to perform, how to parameterize the generic turn for different maneuvers, and to modify the Point Reduction Algorithm to choose either previous or next waypoints from the list of zero and near-zero curvatures.
